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AT 189  
Ground anchorage point
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NewGround anchorage point 
AT 189

direction 
charges

minimum anchor depth 
in the ground 
1.5 m

material:
Replaceable tape 35 mm -  polyester
Stop plate - stainless steel

dimensions:
Stop plate - 328 x 300 x 6 mm
The length of the tape - 200 cm

weight:
Stop plate - 3,360 g
The whole device - 3,800 g

static
strength:

12 kN

Anchor point AT165A is an anchor device type A in accordance 
with EN 795 and serves to protect up to 1 person. It can only 
be used as personal protective equipment to protect workers 
against falling from height and cannot be used to lift loads. 
The device is made of a steel plate and plastic belt clip. 
The strength of this point is at min. 12 kN.
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NewGround anchorage point 
AT 189
installation 
verification

After installation, verify that the point is properly seated in the ground. In order to do this, 
use a CMU006 test plate with 6N strength (600kg +/- 50kg), snap fastener or shackle 
with minimum strength of 12KN, a belt or rope sling with minimum strength of 1T.
The test should be documented by noting the serial number of the test plate on the test report 
and taking the picture.
procedure:
a) Connect the test system in the following way: connect the snap fastener to the point of the AT189 
above the ground, attach the test plate to the snap fastener (any direction), attach 2 snap fasteners 
to the other eye, attach the sling to it. Secure the sling safely to the excavator bucket (you can use 
another device that will produce a minimum 7KN).
b) Go away to a safe distance.
c) Start pulling vertically up.
If the test plate breaks and the AT189 does not slide more than 20 cm from the ground, the point 
is firmly fixed. Keep the plate as a proof of testing until the end of work here. If the AT189 slides 
more than 20 cm from the ground and the test plate does not break, then the installation is not  
correct. 
reasons: the installation did not run correctly, the plate was not horizontal at the bottom of the 
excavation, or the compaction was insufficient. It may also turn out the ground prevents the AT189 
from being installed. In this case, consult the manufacturer for a solution.

plan how to perform the anchorage test

belt sling with 
minimum strength 
of 1t

test plate
cmu006

anchor point
at189

snap hooks 
fasteners with 
min. 12kn
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NewTest plates CMU to perform the anchorage test 
CMu 006

test plates cmu 006 (84 mm x 39 mm) - 6 kn

eXamples of a test using cmu plates

Test system with in the of a shackle.

Test system with connectors according to En362.

cmu plate after the test
CMU test plates are devices used for quick assessment of the strength 
of connection of belay points, points of construction, etc. CMU test plates are 
a method for estimating the correctness and compliance with the EN795 : 2012 
standard for the bearing capacity of a belay point associated with the ground 
of unknown parameters.
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